UPM PROFI® RAIL STEP
The new and easy way to make steps and edges
One step ahead
UPM ProFi Rail Step is a patented 2-in-1 solution for stylish
and hard-wearing terrace steps and terrace edges. The
unique L-shaped decking rail solution reduces building
times and produces perfect, dimensionally accurate stairs.
UPM ProFi Rail Step is an ideal solution for places such as
public parks, marinas and restaurants where terrace edges
need to be durable.
You can build standard measured steps effortlessly by
using UPM Rail Step together with UPM ProFi Deck terrace
boards and Alu rail. The profile can also be easily cut to
make special step sizes and can be freely combined with
decking boards.
Choose from six different colours of UPM ProFi Rail Step to
create high-quality stairs or deck areas with a perfect finish.

UPM ProFi® Rail Step

Easy to install
The installation system has been designed for ease of use and speed. UPM ProFi material cuts like wood and the light hollow core structure
makes for easy handling. When building stairs, UPM recommends using Alu Rail for a firmer step construction. For terrace edges you can
choose either T-clip or Alu rail.
UPM ProFi provides a high-friction surface with good impact resistance. It is splinter-free and requires no sanding, staining or varnishing.
Material does not have knots or other defects and every piece is produced to the same accurate dimensional tolerances. This results in
reduced waste and quick installation. Wine, oil and other liquid spills are not readily absorbed and they can be cleaned easily with just
a brush and water. The material carries the manufacturer´s 10-year guarantee and is recommended by leading architects.
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UPM ProFi decking system –
engineered for style and durability

DECKING BOARDS

UPM ProFi Deck lets you create stylish, durable and unique outdoor

T-CLIP & SCREW

solutions for garden decks, patios, terraces, marinas and walkways.
It is also suitable for public applications.
UPM ProFi Deck represents the next generation of wood plastic
composites made from recycled material and does not contain any
harmful chemicals. UPM ProFi is one step ahead.
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Create your design – Choose from six stylish colours
UPM ProFi Deck´s fresh and modern colours last throughout the years and requires only minimal maintenance.

NIGHT SKY BLACK

SUNNY BEIGE

AUTUMN BROWN
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www.upm.com
www.upmprofi.com

SILVER GREEN

SNOW BLUE

STONE GREY

